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BYRON ENERGY LIMITED 
 

TECHNOLOGY DRIVEN GROWTH STRATEGY 

Investment Highlights 

 Byron Energy (BYE) is an oil and gas exploration and production 
(E&P) company focussed on the shallow waters of the Gulf of Mexico 
where its Board and management team have extensive experience in 
exploration and production. The Company’s strategy is to acquire 
leases in mature areas of the United States Gulf of Mexico, and apply 
state of the art seismic techniques to identify and exploit oil and gas 
that was not fully developed by previous operators.  We are initiating 
coverage of BYE with a HOLD rating.  

 Seismic advantage is key to BYE’s strategy. BYE is applying advanced 

seismic techniques to its shallow water Gulf of Mexico lease blocks. This 
type of seismic has traditionally been prohibitively expensive for anyone 
other than the major oil and gas companies. Extensive reprocessing of 
Reverse Time Migration Seismic and Vector Imaging Partitioning has 
allowed BYE to tie all 523 wells drilled in 22 South Marsh Island lease 
blocks together with high quality seismic data. This will allow BYE to target 
prospects based on analogue producing wells, better understand the dry 
holes, and focus its efforts on key stratigraphic horizons across the area, 
thereby reducing exploration risk in its leases.  

 Multiple exploration catalysts ahead. BYE is about to commence a 

multi-year drilling program that will test ten salt dome focussed prospects 
in the Gulf of Mexico, with a combined net potential to BYE of over 20 
mmbbl of oil and 320 Bcf of gas on an unrisked basis. Of these prospects, 
the drilling at Eugene Island, commencing in 2H 2019, offers the most 
upside to BYE as these blocks contain 45% of the Company’s 2P reserves.  

 Exploration/development potential already in the share price. Success 

at the SM74 lease and the Eugene Island leases to be drilled in 2019 would 
be positive for BYE, however we believe there is a premium for this upside 
already factored into the share price. Furthermore, while the seismic 
technologies being applied do mitigate exploration risk, there is still 
underlying risk inherent in oil and gas drilling.  

 Valuation $0.24/share. Our valuation is based on a discounted cash flow 

analysis of BYE’s interest in the SM71 development. We also include value 
for the 2P reserves at Eugene Island and the prospective resource at 
SM74. While we do see potential value at SM 57 and 59, we do not ascribe 
any value for these prospective resources at this time.  
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COMPANY OVERVIEW AND INVESTMENT THESIS 

Byron Energy (BYE) is an oil and gas exploration and production (E&P) company focussed on the shallow 
waters of the Gulf of Mexico where its Board and management team have extensive experience in exploration 
and production. Its strategy is to acquire leases in mature areas of the Gulf of Mexico (GoM), and apply state of 
the art seismic techniques to identify and exploit oil and gas that was not fully developed by previous operators.   

The Company’s strategy is particularly focussed on the edges of salt domes, which are a common geological 
feature in the GoM. Salt domes are essentially dome shaped salt mound structures that have intruded upwards 
into overlying sedimentary rocks such as sandstone. The development of the salt dome can deform rock, 
creating traps for oil and/or gas either below, or at the sides of the dome. The shallow waters of the US GoM 
has been a heavily explored area since 1947, with extensive drilling by what are now the super-major oil 
companies, and then, as the area matured, by smaller companies.  

Salt domes are relatively easy to identify on seismic, however defining oil and gas reservoirs close to the sides 
of the domes is more difficult due to non-optimal detection, preservation and imaging on conventional seismic 
data. Without this definition, exploration drilling can still be an expensive and risky exercise. And this is where 
the main premise of BYE’s strategy applies, ie the application of sophisticated geophysical techniques and tools 
including Reverse Time Migration (RTM) improves seismic imaging on the domes’ flanks thereby giving BYE a 
competitive advantage in its leases. See the Appendix in this report for more detail on RTM seismic.  

BYE is about to commence a drilling program that will test ten prospects, most of which are salt dome focussed. 
These prospects have net potential to BYE of over 20 mmbbl of oil and 320 Bcf of gas on an unrisked basis. 
While BYE believes it is fully funded for this drilling program, our analysis concludes that this will be dependent 
on successfully farming down some of its leases to reduce capital outlay and mitigate exploration risk.   

It is no secret that BYE is seeking to exit the market via a trade sale in around 24 months, however we believe 
it will need three producing assets with a collective 10,000 bbl/d of crude production plus gas production before 
it would be of potential interest to other parties. It is therefore going to be a busy few years as BYE currently 
has one producing asset (SM71) with gross production of 2,900 bopd and 7.25 mmscf/d. The key near term 
catalysts to watch for will be:  

 Drilling the SM74 #1 well in February 2019. SM74 contains 7.4 mmboe of gross prospective resource and 
is located 10km east of the SM71 platform. Should SM74 #1 be successful, it will be produced from the 
nearby SM73D platform, and this would result in a relatively quick six months to first production after well 
completion. 

 Drilling Eugene Island 77 #1 and 63 #1 wells from July 2019. The Eugene Island Block 77 Field is the most 
significant high impact project in BYE’s current portfolio, with the leases accounting for around 45% of the 
Company’s 2P reserves.  

 Farm-out deals at SM74, 57, 59, and potentially at the EI77 field. We believe these will be important for 
funding, both the exploration and potential development of any discoveries.  

VALUATION 

Our BYE valuation is based on a discounted cash flow analysis of BYE’s 50% WI of the proven and probable 
reserves at South Marsh Island 71. We also include value for the Eugene Island reserves, however given no 
wells have yet been drilled by BYE on the Eugene Island Blocks, we have valued the Blocks at a nominal 
US$5/bbl for 2P oil reserves and US$0.25/mmcf for 2P natural gas reserves. We also include $9m of value for 
SM74 which has 4.2 mmboe of best estimate prospective resource, net to BYE.  

Figure 1: BYE Valuation 

 A$m A$/share 

SM71 121 0.16 

Eugene Island Blocks 57 0.08 

SM57, 59 & 74 8 0.01 

Grand Isle 95 0 0.00 

Net Cash (Debt) 2 0.00 

Corporate Costs -13 -0.02 

Base Valuation 175 0.24 
 

Source: Patersons Securities estimates 
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Our SM71 model uses a long term WTI crude price of US$63/bbl from 2023, and a long term Henry Hub natural 
gas price of US$3.25/mmbtu to derive our valuation. A valuation sensitivity to WTI price is shown in Figure 2.  

Figure 2: BYE Valuation Sensitivity to WTI Crude Price 

 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 

BYE Valuation ($/share) 0.15 0.17 0.19 0.21 0.22 0.24 0.26 
 

Source: Patersons Securities estimates 

 
We do not include value for the proven and probable reserves at Grand Isle 95 as it is longer dated as the first 
well is expected to be drilled in 2022. With 56 Bcf of 2P gas reserves, it appears to be a call option on higher 
US natural gas prices. While we do see potential value in the prospective resources at SM 57 and 59, and we 
like that the Company has remained focussed on the Gulf of Mexico, we do not ascribe any value for these 
prospective resources at this time.  

 

UPCOMING ACTIVITY 

BYE has a relatively busy work program proposed for the coming three years, with up to ten wells proposed in 
the 2019 to 2022 period. Of the prospects, the Eugene Island Blocks collectively contain around 45% of BYE’s 
2P reserves, and therefore offer the most significant potential valuation upside.   

Figure 3: Proposed Work Activities 

 

 

Source: Byron Energy 
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RESERVES & RESOURCES 

BYE has 29.3 mmboe of proven and probable (2P) reserves within its assets. Of this, only around 6.6 mmboe 
has been developed (SM71). A significant portion of the remaining 2P reserves are based on engineering 
analysis and modelling, together with Reverse Time Migration (RTM) mapping. The EI Blocks are significant to 
BYE as they contain 45% of the Company’s total net 2P reserves, and the reserves report states that the 
“commercial producability of undeveloped reserves [at EI 62/63/76/77] is based on close analogy to nearby 
production from similar stratigraphic sands and exhibit similar trapping style on the EI77 Field which has 
produced 6.5 mmbbl and 362 Bcf of gas”. There is no production on the EI 62/63/76/77 leases.  

Figure 4: Net Reserves by Type, as at 30 June 2018 

 Oil (Mbbl) Gas (mmcf) Total (Mboe) 

Proved (1P) 3,029 48,317 11,082 

Probable 4,938 79,968 18,266 

Proved & Probable (2P) 7,967 128,285 29,348 

Possible Reserves 4,573 44,968 12,068 

Proved, Probable & Possible (3P) 12,540 173,253 41,416 
 

Source: Byron Energy, Patersons Securities 

 

Figure 5: Net Reserves by Asset, as at 30 June 2018 

 EI62/63/76/77 SM71 GI95 Total (Mboe) 

Proved (1P) 6,889 2,455 1,738 11,082 

Probable Reserves 6,317 4,141 7,808 18,266 

Proved & Probable (2P) 13,206 6,596 9,546 29,348 

Possible Reserves 5,744 2,158 4,166 12,068 

Proved, Probable & Possible (3P) 18,950 8,754 13,712 41,416 
 

Source: Byron Energy, Patersons Securities 

 
The reserves and resources were independently prepared by Houston based Collarini Associates and were 
calculated using an oil price of around US$63/bbl and a Henry Hub natural gas price of around US$3/mmbtu. 
Our preference is for reserves and resources to be reviewed by a “household name” reserves certifier, and 
whilst we are unfamiliar with Collarini, its website suggests it has some experience in the Gulf of Mexico.  

BYE’s prospective resources are shown in Figure 6. Approximately 26% of the total best estimate prospective 
resources are liquids.  

Figure 6: Total Prospective Resources Net to BYE, as at 30 June 2018 

 Oil (Mbbl) Gas (mmcf) Total (Mboe) 

SM 71 387 19,373 3,616 

SM 74 2,958 7,493 4,207 

SM 57/59 18,887 239,397 58,787 

EI 62/63/76/77 7,995 219,397 44,561 

GI 95 334 44,388 7,732 

VR 232 74 4,827 879 

Total Prospective Resources (unrisked) 30,635 534,875 119,781 
 

Source: Byron Energy, Patersons Securities 
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ASSETS 

BYE’s asset portfolio is concentrated entirely in the shallow waters of the US Gulf of Mexico where the 
Company’s Board and management have significant experience.   

Figure 7: Location of BYE’s Assets 

 

 

Source: Byron Energy, Patersons Securities 

 

South Marsh Island 71 

The Company’s only producing asset at present is the South Marsh Island Block 71 (SM71) which is located in 
40m of water, approximately 100km off the Louisiana coast line in the Gulf of Mexico. The SM71 lease forms 
part of the broader South Marsh Island Block 73 Field. BYE is the operator of SM71 and owns a 50% Working 
Interest (WI) and a 40.625% Net Revenue Interest (NRI) in the block, with Otto Energy (OEL) holding an 
equivalent WI and NRI.  

The SM73 field encompasses nine OCS lease blocks (a total of 81 square miles) which overlie a salt dome 
which provides the trapping mechanism for production in all portions of the SM73 field. The field produces 
hydrocarbons from a number of different sandstone reservoirs which are trapped in three-way structural 
closures, bound either by salt or stratigraphic thinning on their updip edge. The sandstones range in depth from 
5,000 ft to 8,800 ft True Vertical Depth (TVD).  

The lease has previously been developed by other companies and has produced 5 mmboe prior to being shut-
in in 2010. BYE acquired the lease in October 2012. 
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Figure 8: South Marsh Island 71 Lease (Bottom Left) Forming Part of the SM73 Field 

 

 

Source: Byron Energy 

 

 

Figure 9: SM71 Reserves and Resources 

  Gross   Net to BYE  

Prospect Oil (Mbbl) Gas (mmcf) Total (Mboe) Oil Mbbl Gas (mmcf) Total (Mboe) 

Proved (1P) 5,479 3,378 6,042 2,226 1,372 2,455 

Probable 9,031 6,974 10,193 3,669 2,833 4,141 

Proved & Probable (2P) 14,510 10,352 16,235 5,895 4,205 6,596 

Possible Reserves 4,651 3,970 5,313 1,889 1,612 2,158 

Proved, Probable & Possible (3P) 19,161 14,322 21,548 7,784 5,817 8,754 

Best Estimate Prospective Resource (unrisked) 953 47,687 8,901 387 19,373 3,616 
 

Source: Byron Energy, Patersons Securities 
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Wells & Development 

The F1 well was drilled to a depth of 7,477 ft in April 2016 and logged 151 ft TVT net pay in four discrete sands 
(D5, D6, I3, J1). The well was completed in the D5 Sand where BYE perforated a 70 ft interval of the D5 Sand 
which had a total of 91 ft net pay.  

The SM71 F2 well was drilled in 2017 as an appraisal well and it encountered four hydrocarbon bearing sands 
(D5, B55, B65, J1), with a net oil pay of 190 ft. The well was cased to a depth of 7,700 ft. The well was originally 
completed in the B65 Sand, but has subsequently been completed in the B55 Sand as discussed in the next 
section. At the time of completing the F2 well, the gross well cost for the well was approximately US$7m. 

The F3 development well was spudded in January 2018, and was drilled to a total depth of 7,717 ft. 
Hydrocarbons in five discrete intervals (D5, B55, B65, J, C10). The F3 well was completed in the D5 Sand which 
logged 211 ft of oil pay, with 175 ft of net pay. The F1 well drilled in 2016 is also producing from the D5 Sand 
and contains 91 ft TVT of net oil pay. Given the northerly well bore trajectory of the F3 well, only the very updip 
portions of the three other oil sands were penetrated. The J1, B55 and B65 Sands each logged 5 ft TVT net oil 
pay in the F3 well. In addition to these sands, the F3 well also intersected 12 ft TVT net oil pay in the C10 Sand 
which is productive in other parts of the salt dome, but not as yet productive at SM71.  

Total capital expenditure for the three wells, platform and pipeline connection was around US$US$38m. The 
platform has a capacity of up to 5 kbopd, 20 mmscf/d and 5 kbwpd, and it has provision for up to six wells. BYE 
believes the three existing wells will produce the 2P reserves. Three additional wells will likely be required to 
develop the 3P reserves.   

Production 

SM71 commenced production in March 2018 and is producing from the F1, F2 and F3 wells via the SM71 F 
Platform which has capacity to produce up to 5,000 bopd. Tests undertaken in December 2018 determined that 
the F1 and F3 wells are in communication in the D5 Sand reservoir. 

Figure 10: SM71 Gross Oil Production (bbl/d) 

 

 

Source: United States Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Patersons Securities 
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Figure 11: SM71 Gross Gas Production (Mscf/d) 

 

 

Source: United States Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Patersons Securities 

 
The production profiles in Figures 10 and 11 highlight the relatively poor performance of the F2 well which, until 
recently, was producing from the B65 Sand. BYE believed this production issue was a result of the wellbore 
penetration being isolated from “a potentially larger B65 mapped reservoir” as the B65 Sand production data, 
along with pressure data, indicate an estimated trap size of three acres, whereas the targeted seismic anomaly 
size was 175 acres.  

Recompletion of the F2 well was undertaken in October 2018, and included perforation of the B55 Sand section 
over a 22 ft measured depth interval (11 ft true vertical sand thickness). By December the F2 well was producing 
at a stable rate of 180 bopd from the B55 Sand on gas lift. BYE has indicated this rate is consistent with other 
B55 Sand producing wells on the dome, and it is also in line with BYE’s pre-completion estimate. The F2 wells 
B55 and J1 Sands contain 50,000 and 100,000 bbl which is expected to be recovered from these respective 
zones.  

BYE uses private contractor Island Operating Island Operating Contractors to operate the SM71 development. 
Operating costs are independent of production, so the higher the production, the lower the unit operating costs.  

Upside 

Our current valuation for SM71 assumes three wells will produce the 2P reserves of 6.6 mmbbls (net to BYE). 
We also see potential for the additional 2.2 mmboe of possible reserves to be exploited with the addition of a 
further three wells. The 3P reserves are potentially very economic as they could be produced using the existing 
platform and pipeline for very little additional operating cost. The additional wells will cost around US$7m each 
(gross), and based on our analysis, these can currently be funded from existing cash flows, but this will depend 
on farm-outs and exploration outcomes in its other leases. BYE expects to drill the #4 well in late 2020 and the 
#5 well in 2H 2021.  
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South Marsh Island 74 

Byron currently holds a 100% WI and an 81.25% NRI in SM74. This lease is in close proximity to Byron’s SM71 
producing platform and increases BYE’s footprint in the South Marsh Island 73 Field. Water depth in the area is 
approximately 138 feet.  

 

Figure 12: Location of SM74 

 

 

Source: Byron Energy 

 
In July 2018, Metgasco (MEL) farmed-in to SM 74 for a WI of 30% via funding 40% of the initial well to the 
casing point plus certain leasehold acquisition costs. BYE acquired the lease in July 2017 for US$137,777. The 
initial well is expected to cost US$11m on a dry hole basis (ie US$6.6m net to BYE), with a further US$3.5m in 
completion costs and US$4m in pipeline and facility costs. BYE will remain as Operator of the SM74 D-14 well. 
Once the initial well is drilled, BYE will have a 70% WI and a 56.875% NRI.   

The Company has finalised documentation with the operator of SM73 to allow the SM74 prospect to be drilled 
from the adjacent existing SM 73 D platform. SM 73 (operated by Ankor Energy) is immediately adjacent to 
Byron’s SM-74 lease which will allow Byron to drill its SM74 prospect from an existing platform. This will allow 
an estimated US$20m in cost savings while also reducing the time to first production, assuming hydrocarbons 
are encountered. BYE has executed a drilling contract, and the rig is expected to be available in February 2019.  

Figure 13: South Marsh Island 74 Prospective Resource 

  Gross   Net to BYE  

 Oil (Mbbl) Gas (mmcf) Total (Mboe) Oil Mbbl Gas (mmcf) Total (Mboe) 

Best Estimate Prospective Resource (unrisked) 5,201 13,175 7,397 2,958 7,494 4,207 
 

Source: Byron Energy, Patersons Securities 
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In May 2018, BYE signed an agreement with WesternGeco, a Schlumberger subsidiary, to add additional 3D 
seismic data to its previously licensed data and perform new, high effort seismic data processing over the SM71 
project area. Historically, 523 wells have been drilled in the project area and 259 wells were producers. The 259 
production wells have produced a combined total of 138 mmbbl of crude and 2.2 Tcf of natural gas. 

As a result of this additional 3D seismic data, BYE has been able to tie all 523 wells drilled in the area with high 
quality seismic data. This will allow BYE to target prospects based on analogue producing wells, better 
understand the dry holes, and focus its efforts on key stratigraphic horizons across the area. At SM74, the 
13,500 Sand target in the SM74 Raptor prospect can be tied to stratigraphically equivalent productive sands in 
the South Marsh Island Blocks 60, 61 and 76 fields (BYE has no interests in these leases). Using the dataset, 
it has been determined that the 13,500 Sand is equivalent to the Tex X sand which is a significant producer in 
the project area and the broader Gulf of Mexico area.  

 

South Marsh Island 57 and 59 

BYE acquired the South Marsh Island 57 and 59 Blocks (SM57 and SM59) in July 2017 for US$137,777 each. 
The Bocks have a five-year term, expiring in July 2022. The Blocks are geologically analogous to the SM71 flied 
and are within tie-back distance, should drilling be successful. BYE is targeting four reverse time migration 
(RTM) amplitude supported prospects contained within a number of trapping fault blocks with depths of sands 
ranging from 11,800ft to 15,000ft TVD.  

BYE plans on spudding the SM59 #1 well in May 2020 which is targeting around 19 mmboe. The cost to drill 
and complete the SM59 #1 well is estimated at US$13.5m, with platform facility and pipeline costs of around 
US$37m if the well is successful. Up to eight wells and two additional platforms (B and C in Figure 14) will be 
required to fully develop the SM59 project. There are no plans for SM57 at this stage. 

Byron currently holds a 100% WI and an 81.25% NRI in the SM57 and SM59 Blocks.  

Figure 14: SM59 Project Map 

 

 

Source: Byron Energy 
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Figure 15: South Marsh Island 57 & 59 Prospective Resource  

  Gross   Net to BYE  

 Oil (Mbbl) Gas (mmcf) Total (Mboe) Oil Mbbl Gas (mmcf) Total (Mboe) 

Best Estimate Prospective Resource (unrisked) 23,246 294,983 72,410 18,887 239,674 58,833 
 

Source: Byron Energy 

 

Eugene Island 77 Field  

BYE acquired the Eugene Island Blocks 62,63, 76 and 77 (EI Blocks) in March 2018 at the Gulf of Mexico OCS 
Lease Sale 250. The EI Blocks have a five-year term expiring in June 2023. The EI Blocks are collectively 
designated as the Eugene Island 77 Field, and cover the entire salt dome. According to US Department of the 
Interior Bureau of Ocean Energy Management documentation, BYE paid US$252,522 for each of the four 
blocks, or around US$0.08/boe on a 2P reserves basis. The EI Blocks are located in the Gulf of Mexico, offshore 
Louisiana in approximately 25 ft of water. Production from the field commenced in 1959, and a total of 362 Bcf 
of gas and 6.5 mmbbl of oil have been produced from sands trapped by the Eugene Island 77 salt dome.  

The EI Blocks are significant to BYE in that they contain 45% of the Company’s total net 2P reserves. The 
Company currently holds a 100% WI and an 87.5% NRI in the EI Blocks, and does not intend on farming out 
any equity in this play.  

Figure 16: Eugene Island Reserves and Resources 

  Gross   Net to BYE  

 Oil (Mbbl) Gas (mmcf) Total (Mboe) Oil (Mbbl) Gas (mmcf) Total (Mboe) 

Proved (1P) 897 41,856 7,873 785 36,624 6,889 

Probable 1,258 35,766 7,219 1,101 31,295 6,317 

Proved & Probable (2P) 2,155 77,622 15,092 1,886 67,919 13,206 

Possible Reserves 3,001 21,378 6,564 2,626 18,706 5,744 

Proved, Probable & Possible (3P) 5,157 99,000 21,657 4,512 86,625 18,950 

Best Estimate Prospective Resource (unrisked) 9,137 250,740 50,927 7,995 219,397 44,561 
 

Source: Byron Energy, Patersons Securities 

 

Figure 17: Eugene Island Historic Information 

     Cumulative Production 

Lease Block Former Operator First Prod'n E/T/R/C Date Oil (mmbbl) Gas (Bcf) Total (mmboe) 

424 EI 62 Fieldwood Energy 
Offshore 

Mar-66 Relinquished Nov-17 0.7 104 19.2 

425 EI 63 Hunt Oil Company Feb-66 Terminated Oct-03 0.4 54 10 

426 EI 76 Hunt Oil Company Feb-66 Expired Apr-72 0.4 1.4 0.6 

426 EI 77 Fieldwood Energy 
Offshore 

Feb-66 Relinquished Nov-17 4.3 184 37 

G04823 EI 76 Hunt Oil Company & 
Walter Oil & Gas Corp 

Mar-86 Terminated Apr-03 0.7 16.1 3.5 

G26022 EI 76 LLOG Exploration 
Offshore 

Jun-18 Expired Jun-09 0.1 2.2 0.5 

 

Source: United States Department of the Interior Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Patersons Securities 
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BYE previously held the EI 63 and 76 leases, but relinquished them in January 2018 as per Federal Government 
requirements as no activity had taken place since BYE acquired them in March 2013 for US$172,200 per Block. 
Reverse Time Migration (RTM) of 3D seismic data was undertaken in 2014 which resulted in the identification 
of a number of exploration and development opportunities. Following the RTM results BYE undertook reservoir 
analysis on the Blocks in 2017 and 2018. As a result of this work, BYE has identified eight prospects with up to 
13 potential pay horizons. The prospects are either updip of previous producing wells or wells that logged 
downdip wet sands. Some of these opportunities also have exploration potential below the development 
sections of the previously drilled wells which have been classified as Prospective Resources.  

The EI77 #1 well scheduled for a mid-2019 spud in the East Pool prospect will target 3P reserves of 3.5 mmbbl 
of crude oil and 27 Bcf of natural gas in the T1, T6 and T10 Sands and prospective resources of 226 kbbl and 
32.9 Bcf of gas in the 14,500 and 16,000 Sands. This prospect represents two thirds of the total EI77 3P oil 
reserves. Cost to drill the EI77 #1 well is estimated at US$8.4m on a dry hole basis. In a success case, 
completion costs will be an additional estimated US3.4m and pipeline and facility costs an estimated additional 
US$5m.  

Figure 18: Proposed Eugene Island Development 

 

 

Source: Byron Energy 

 

Grand Isle 95 

The Grand Isle Block 95 (GI95) is located in US Federal waters in the Gulf of Mexico, approximately 100 miles 
southeast of New Orleans, Louisiana, at a water depth of around 200 feet. The Company has a 100% operated 
WI and an 87.5% NRI.  

BYE previously held lease GI95 from September 2011 before relinquishing the lease in September 2016, the 
final year of the five-year lease term. GI95 is a dry gas project, and BYE elected to not continue with the lease 
due to the low gas price at the time (Henry Hub was around US$3/mmbtu at the time). The relinquishment of GI 
95 resulted in an impairment of US$0.29m. BYE subsequently re-acquired the GI95 lease (with no work 
commitments) at the Central Gulf of Mexico OCS Lease Sale 249 held on 16 August 2017. The GI 95 lease has 
a five-year term, expiring in September 2022.  
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At the time of the lease being granted, BYE stated that GI95 is a prospect “with economics that will only improve 
as gas prices firm up and rise over the 5-year term of the lease”. Despite this, 64.2 Bcf of gas was classified as 
2P reserves (ie economic) as at 30 June 2018 using a Henry Hub gas price of US$3.00/mmbtu.  

Figure 19: Grand Isle 95 Reserves and Resources as at 30 June 2018 

  Gross   Net to BYE  

Prospect Oil (Mbbl) Gas (mmcf) Total (Mboe) Oil Mbbl Gas (mmcf) Total (Mboe) 

Proved (1P) 21 11,795 1,987 18 10,321 1,738 

Probable 192 52,389 8,924 168 45,840 7,808 

Proved & Probable (2P) 213 64,184 10,910 186 56,161 9,546 

Possible Reserves 66 28,171 4,761 58 24,650 4,166 

Proved, Probable & Possible (3P) 279 92,355 15,672 244 80,811 13,713 

Best Estimate Prospective Resource (unrisked) 382 50,729 1,337 334 44,388 7,732 
 

Source: Byron Energy, Patersons Securities 

 

Main Pass 293, 305 and 306 

BYE was the sole bidder on three additional Blocks, Main Pass 293, 305 and 306 in the Main Pass South and 
East Addition area of the Gulf of Mexico in the August 2018 Gulf of Mexico Outer Continental Shelf Lease Sale 
#251. BYE paid US$135,531 for each of these Blocks. The three leases cover the entire salt dome and comprise 
the MP 306 field, as designated by the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management.  

The MP 306 field was discovered in 1969 and lies in around 200 feet of water. Total produced hydrocarbons 
from the field are 96 mmbbl of oil and 107 Bcf of gas from 172 of a total of 249 wells drilled. The last well drilled 
on any of these blocks was in 2004 and production ceased in 2009. Production was from a number of different 
sands ranging from a depth of 4,000 to 9,000 ft.  

BYE believes that the structural complexity of the salt dome combined with the stratigraphic variation of the 
trapping sands and possible deeper stratigraphic targets make this salt dome a good candidate for the RTM 
seismic imaging, similar to that used on SM71.  

The Main Pass blocks need further work before BYE will submit them for resource assessment.  

 

Eugene Island Block 18 

BYE has a 100% working interest in Eugene Island Block 18 (EI 18), a conventional, non-salt dome project in 
10 feet (3 metres) of water, approximately 50 miles (81 kilometres) south of Morgan City, Louisiana. BYE 
acquired EI 18 on 18 March 2018 for US$32,223. The lease is for a five-year term. No reserves or resources 
are currently booked on EI 95, and no drilling is currently planned in the coming 2019-22 period.  
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OIL AND GAS PRICING 

Crude oil from the area in the Gulf of Mexico from which BYE operates typically sells at around the Louisiana 
Light Sweet (LLS) crude marker. The LLS has traded at an average of a US$2.85/bbl premium to WTI over the 
last two years, and was trading at a US$5/bbl premium to WTI at the time of writing.  

Figure 20: WTI and LLS Pricing in US$/bbl (LHS), and the LLS Premium in US$/bbl (RHS) 

 

 

Source: US Energy Information Administration, Patersons Securities 

 

For the purposes of our BYE valuation we use our WTI forecasts plus a 2.5% premium for BYE’s realised crude 
price from SM71.   

Figure 21: WTI and A$/US$ Forecasts 

 FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22 

WTI Crude (US$/bbl) 65.7 63.5 63.0 62.5 

A$/US$ 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.73 
 

Source: Patersons Securities estimates 
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SHAREHOLDERS & LIQUIDITY 

The top 10 shareholders hold 35.8% of the outstanding shares in the Company and are shown in Figure 22. 
The Board of Directors and management hold approximately 19% of the total shares on issue.  

Figure 22: Top 10 BYE Shareholders, as at 31 December 2018 

Holder Name Shares Held % holding 

Veruse Pty.Ltd (Doug Battersby) 48,123,203 7.0 % 

Metgasco Limited 41,663,479 5.3% 

Maynard Smith 32,313,583 4.7% 

Barrijag Pty.Ltd 20,952,382 3.0% 

Charles Sands 19,765,997 2.9% 

Paul Young 18,655,931 2.7% 

Matthew Dominello 18,563,693 2.7% 

Fitzroy River Corporation 18,131,868 2.6% 

Walleroo Pty Ltd 15,348,408 2.2% 

Cameron Richards Pty Ltd 13,938,461 2.0% 

Total Top 10 Shareholders 247,457,005 35.83% 
 

Source: Iress, Patersons Securities 

 

BYE has 59.35m unlisted options outstanding. Of these 49.85m are currently in the money.  

Figure 23: Options Outstanding 

Expiry Date Number Securities Exercise Price 

21-Jul-19 10,000,000 Unlisted Options 0.25 

31-Dec-19 9,500,000 Unlisted Options 0.25 

31-Dec-21 28,350,000 Unlisted Options 0.12 

31-Dec-21 2,000,000 Unlisted Options 0.16 

31-Dec-21 9,500,000 Unlisted Options 0.40 
 

Source: Iress, Patersons Securities 

 

We have assessed BYE stock liquidity by dividing the market cap by the three-month average daily turnover for 
BYE and a range of other energy stocks. Figure 24 shows that it takes on average 1,516 days for the market 
cap of the stock to turnover in the market. By contrast it takes ASX-listed peer Sundance Energy just 124 days.  
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Figure 24: Comparison of Market Cap Divided by 3-Month Average Daily Turnover 

 

 

Source: Patersons Securities, Iress 

 

FINANCIAL 

At 31 December 2018, BYE had US$6.1m in cash and cash equivalents. Forecast net cash outflows for the 
March 2019 quarter are US$6.65m, including US$5.2m of exploration and evaluation spend.  

Based on its proposed works, we believe BYE can fund its upcoming drilling and development from existing 
cash and cash flows.  

BYE does not currently have any crude oil or foreign currency hedging in place.  

 

RISKS 

Investment risks associated with the oil and gas sector and BYE include, but are not limited to, the following: 

 Oil / gas price and FX assumption risk. Oil/gas price and currency movements may differ materially from 

the assumptions used in this report, and may cause economic prospects of projects to deteriorate or 
improve 

 Exploration and geological risk. Petroleum exploration relies upon the interpretation of complex and 

uncertain data and information which cannot necessarily be relied upon to lead to a successful outcome. 
Petroleum exploration is inherently uncertain and involves significant risk of failure. Furthermore, the actual 
production characteristics of an oil and gas reservoir may differ significantly from initial interpretations and 
expectations. 

 Resource estimation risk. Oil and gas resource estimates are based on standard industry practice, 

experience and judgement that carry inherent uncertainty, and future exploration may alter the current 
contingent resource estimates. Changes to resource estimation may affect the economics of future 
developments, and oil price movement can have an impact on resource estimates. 

 Project execution risk. There is potential for developments to cost more and/or take longer to complete 

than originally anticipated which can have a material impact on the valuation of the assets being developed. 

 Financing risk. While we estimate BYE is able to fund its current portfolio of opportunities, depending on 

oil price and resource and reserves mix, BYE may require further financing to facilitate the development of 
additional assets, and access to suitable funding will be integral to the successful development of those 
assets. 
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DIRECTORS AND KEY MANAGEMENT 

BYE’s Board of Directors have over thirty years’ technical and managerial experience in the Gulf of Mexico, and 
they have typically each worked at previous companies together.  

Doug Battersby – Non-executive Chairman. Doug is a petroleum geologist with over forty years’ technical 

and managerial experience in the Australian and international oil and gas industry. He co-founded two ASX 
listed companies (Eastern Star Gas Limited, which was taken over by Santos Limited in November 2011, and 
SAPEX Limited, which was taken over by Linc Energy Limited in October 2008), and two private oil and gas 
exploration/development companies, Darcy Energy Limited, which was sold to IB Daiwa Corporation in 2005, 
and Byron Energy (Australia) Pty Ltd where he was Executive Chairman until Byron Energy (Australia) Pty Ltd 
merged with Trojan Equity Limited to create Byron Energy Limited. Between 1990 and 1999 Doug was Technical 
Director at Petsec Energy Limited (PSA.AX), an operator in the shallow waters of the Gulf of Mexico. Doug 
holds a Master of Science degree in Petroleum Geology and Geochemistry from Melbourne University. 

Maynard Smith – Director and Chief Executive Officer. Maynard is a geophysicist with over thirty years’ 

technical and managerial experience in the oil and gas industry with a particular focus on the Gulf of Mexico. 
Maynard co-founded Darcy Energy Limited, sold to IB Daiwa Corporation in 2005, and Byron Energy (Australia) 
Pty Ltd where he has been Chief Executive until Byron Energy (Australia) Pty Ltd merged with Trojan Equity 
Limited to create Byron Energy Limited. Prior to that, Maynard was Chief Operating Officer with Petsec Energy 
(1989-2000). He holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Geophysics from California State University at San 
Diego. 

Prent Kallenberger – Director and Chief Operating Officer. Prent is a geoscientist with over thirty years’ 

experience in the oil and gas industry with extensive exploration and development experience in the Gulf of 
Mexico, having generated prospects which have led to the drilling of over 125 wells in the Gulf of Mexico and 
California. He was Vice President of Exploration with Byron Energy (Australia) Pty Ltd until Byron Energy 
(Australia) Pty Ltd merged with Trojan Equity Limited to create Byron Energy Limited. Between 2000 and 2006, 
Prent was Vice President of Exploration with Petsec Energy, where he was responsible for a team of seven 
people and generated projects leading to the drilling of ten successful wells in 12 attempts in the shallow waters 
of the Gulf of Mexico. He holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Geology from Boise State University and Master 
of Science degree in Geophysics from Colorado School of Mines. 

Bill Sack – Executive Director. Bill has over 26 years’ experience in the Gulf of Mexico region in both technical 

and executive roles. Bill was co-founder/Managing Partner of Aurora Exploration, LLC (“Aurora”) a private entity 
focused on generating and drilling Gulf of Mexico exploration opportunities, that has drilled more than 80 wells 
with a success rate in excess of 80%. Prior to co-founding Aurora Exploration in late 2000, Bill served as Vice 
President Exploration & Joint Ventures with Petsec Energy from 1995 to 2000. Bill began his career as an 
exploration geologist with Shell Offshore, Inc in 1988 where he held various technical and planning positions in 
the Gulf of Mexico business unit. He holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in Earth Science & Physics from Saint 
Cloud State University, a Master of Science degree in Geology from Michigan State University and an MBA 
from Tulane University.  

Charles Sands – Non-executive Director. Charles has been a non-executive director of Byron Energy 

(Australia) Pty Ltd until Byron Energy (Australia) Pty Ltd merged with Trojan Equity Limited to create Byron 
Energy Limited. Charles was also a director of Darcy Energy Limited. He has over thirty years’ of broad based 
business and management experience in the USA and is President of A. Santini Storage Company of New 
Jersey Inc, enabling him to advise on the general business operating environment and practices in the USA. He 
holds a Bachelor of Science from Monmouth University. 

Paul Young – Non-executive Director. Paul is the co-founder and an executive director of Baron Partners 

Limited, a corporate advisory business. He has been in merchant banking in Australia for more than 30 years 
and has provided corporate advice to a wide range of listed and unlisted companies including restructurings, 
capital raisings, initial public offerings and mergers and acquisitions. Paul is an Honours Graduate in Economics 
(University of Cambridge) is a Chartered Accountant and has an Advanced Diploma in Corporate Finance.  
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APPENDIX – AN OVERVIEW OF REVERSE TIME MIGRATION SEISMIC  

For many years, BYE has adopted Reverse Time Migration (RTM) seismic which provides more accurate 
mapping of steeply dipping stratigraphic beds adjacent to salt domes thereby providing the ability to map 
potential reservoirs within the complex stratigraphy. RTM is key to BYE’s strategy of exploring for overlooked 
hydrocarbons in mature areas. RTM was originally developed to provide better resolution around salt formations 
in deep water where well costs are high, thereby mitigating exploration risk. It was historically considered a high 
cost technology for operators in shallow waters due to its high computational costs and a greater sensitivity to 
velocity and reflectivity parameters than more established methods.  

Recent developments in computing power and software design have given rise to a by-product of RTM 
processing. WesternGeco’s Vector Imaging Partitioning (VIP) is a method of utilizing subsets of the RTM image. 
These subsets are created by migrating input data in the same manner as a “normal” RTM. However, the input 
data is partitioned based on azimuth (direction) and offset (distance) from a shot point to a subsurface image 
point. This allows RTM migrated and stacked images to be created using only the most beneficial offsets and 
azimuths to enhance signal and decrease noise in a given portion of the overall survey. The result is a greatly 
improved subsurface image because seismic volumes can be constructed in true dip geometries which is the 
preferred way to use migrated seismic data. It also allows BYE to see only the noise patterns which can be 
advantageous in understanding how to track reflectors using signal, not noise. This critical in complex geologic 
settings with steep dips, like salt domes in the Gulf of Mexico.  

Of course, exploration, even with RTM applied, still carries risk, and this was demonstrated within BYE’s portfolio 
where SM71 was identified using this technology, but so too was the unsuccessful SM6 lease. 

Figure 25: 2019 RTM Amplitude Extraction Showing the SM74 Prospect in a Regional Context 

 

 

Source: Byron Energy 
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Stock recommendations: Investment ratings are a function of Patersons expectation of total return (forecast price appreciation plus dividend 
yield) within the next 12 months. The investment ratings are Buy (expected total return of 10% or more), Hold (-10% to +10% total return) and 
Sell (> 10% negative total return). In addition we have a Speculative Buy rating covering higher risk stocks that may not be of investment grade 
due to low market capitalisation, high debt levels, or significant risks in the business model. Investment ratings are determined at the time of 
initiation of coverage, or a change in target price. At other times the expected total return may fall outside of these ranges because of price 
movements and/or volatility. Such interim deviations from specified ranges will be permitted but will become subject to review by Research 
Management. This Document is not to be passed on to any third party without our prior written consent. 
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Patersons Securities Limited Disclosure of Interest

Patersons Securities Corporate Relationship Disclosure

88E Patersons Securities have acted for 88 Energy Limited (88E) within the past two years and have received fees for these services.

AKM Patersons Securities have acted for Aspire Nmining Limited (AKM) within the past two years and have received fees for these services.

AXL Patersons Securities have acted for Axsesstoday Limited (AXL) within the past two years and have received fees for these services.

BOE Patersons Securities have acted for Boss Resources Limited (BOE) within the past two years and have received fees for these services.

BRB Patersons Securities have acted for Breaker Resources NL (BRB) within the past two years and have received fees for these services.

BSX Patersons Securities have acted for Blackstone Minerals Limited (BSX) within the past two years and have received fees for these services.

BUX Patersons Securities have acted for Buxton Resources Limited (BUX) within the past two years and have received fees for these services.

CSS Patersons Securities have acted for Clean Seas Seafood Limited (CSS) within the past two years and have received fees for these services.

GLL Patersons Securities have acted for Galilee Energy Limited (GLL) within the past two years and have received fees for these services.

IBG Patersons Securities have acted for Ironbark Zinc Limited (IBG) within the past two years and have received fees for these services.

NUS Patersons Securities have acted for Nusantara Resources (NUS) within the past two years and have received fees for these services.

PEX Patersons Securities have acted for Peel Mining Limited (PEX) within the past two years and have received fees for these services.

RCL Patersons Securities have acted for ReadCloud Limited (RCL) within the past two years and have received fees for these services.

STN Patersons Securities have acted for Saturn Metals Limited (STN) within the past two years and have received fees for these services.

SYA Patersons Securities have acted for Sayona Mining Limited (SYA) within the past two years and have received fees for these services.

VMY Patersons Securities have acted for Vimy Resources Limited (VMY) within the past two years and have received fees for these services.

WKT Patersons Securities have acted for Walkabout Resources Ltd (WKT) within the past two years and have received fees for these services.

XTE Patersons Securities have acted for Xtek Limited (XTE) within the past two years and have received fees for these services.

Patersons Securities and its respective officers and associates may have an interest in the securities or derivatives of any entities referred to in this 

material

Patersons Securities does, and seeks to do, business with companies that are the subjects of its research reports.
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